
2005-2009 SCION TC PROJECTOR HEADLIGHTS 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

TOOLS AND SUPPLIES REQUIRED 
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2005-2009 
SCION TC PROJECTOR HEADLIGHTS 
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS 

2. Remove the five clips on top of the gril

3. Also there are Sewn 10mm bolts under the fron1 bumper 4. Remove seven 10mm bolts under the front bumper



5. Remove one 10mm bolt at the side of the bumper first
(Both sides) 

9 . Remove two 1 0mm heatllight bolts at top of the headlight 

6. Then pu11 oot the plastic CO'W'er just enough to see the 10mm 

bolt Remove the 10mm bott at side of the bumper (Bo.th sides)

8. Two 10mm headlight bolts at top of the headlight

10 . Remove one 10mm headight bolt at side of the headfight 



11. Pull the bracket up to unlock the headlight

13. Disconnect al con.nectors from the headlight. then remove 
the headlight 

15 . Puf lhe headlight back to Its original spot 

12. Unlock the headlight on the front comer

14. Connect al headiaht coonecsors 

p&ea:se see the "'Halo and LE.O. mtala1ion instructions"
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16. k'istall two 1o· mm head6ght bolts at top of the headlight 

p3 



17. Install one 10mm headlight bolt on the side of the headlight 18. Install one 10mm bolt at the side of lhe bumper(Both sides) 

19. lnstal one tOmm bolt at side of the bumper (Both sides) 20. Inst.all one 10mm bolt at the side of the bumper (Both sides) 

21. lnsia11 seven 10mm bolts under the front bumper 22. Inst.all five clips on top of the grill 
(Please repeat the piciure order from 1 to 22 for the opposite 
side) 



23. The installation is now complete


